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Do you always cany 
your Sacred Heart identification 
card with you at night? 
If not, you better start! 
Security is cracking down 
and if you want to get back 
to South or West Hall, 
Jefferson Hill, or even to 
park your c^ in North or 
South lot your identification card 
or a parking decal is required.
Since mid-September, 
the security house located 
at the front of the main 
entrance has been checking 
students’ id cards. When 
this new security measure 
was first implemented 
students were shocked.
Tiffanie Cross-Monzo, 
a sophomore from Thousand 
Oaks, California stated 
“I was kind of scared, I 
thought something bad might 
have happened; it was the 
first time they have done 
anything like this in the 
two years that I have 
been here. I was lucky I 
had my id card on me.”
However, 
according to William 
O’Connell, the Director of 
Public Safety, “We aren’t too 
interested in the student 
id cards”, but more on 
“enforcing the University 
parking decals and
visitation hours.”
Yet when the 
security guard approaches 
you, your identification 
card is what is asked for. 
With no notification of
any sort tfiat an on duty 
^aid would be checking 
students’ ids, Cross-Monzo was 
not the only one that was stunned.
“I don’t
have my id” was the first 
thing that struck Brynn 
Kushner, a sophomore from 
Staten Island.
So why was there 
no notification on this 
new security system? 
According to O’Connell, 
“It was nothing intentional, 
we just didn’t get around 
to it.”
With students, faculty, 
guests, and visitors driving
in and around campus at all 
times, this new security 
system seems to be the 
best solution. There is a 
student guard on duty
Monday through Friday 8 
a.m. to 8 p.m., and a Security 
guard on duty seven days a 
week from 11 p.m. to 5 a.m.
The student guards are 
mainly there for assistance. 
“They give directions, 
and have more of a public 
relations aspect,” according 
to O’Connell while the 
security guard is mainly 
there for “security purposes.”
Cross-Monzo stated, 
“I think that it is a good 
idea; I mean it is an 
inconvenience to always have 
your student id card, but I 
think it will help
stop the vandalism.”
With good
intentions. Public Safety is 
in the process of hiring a 
full-time security guard 
that will be on duty from 
10;30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
seven days a week.
Also, by the end of 
this week, there are plans to 
have a gate installed at the 
Jefferson Hill exit. This 
is in hopes not only to 
control night traffic but as 
well as daytime volume. These 
gates will remain down during 
the evening, while during the 
day will work as normal 
security exit gates, and 
will rise when cars are 
leaving.
The purpose of these 
new gates, according to 
O’Connell “is to push the 
traffic to the main entrance during 
the ni^t.” In general, these gates 
will provide more control over 
the flow of traffic.
There were many 
reasons for this new security 
system. “It was something we 
always wanted to do, we 
just never got the funding,” 
stated O’Connell. This 
year though the funding 
finally came through from 
the President’s office. T am 
thankful that the President’s 
office and cabinet approved 
it,’’ stated O’Connell. 
Finally O’Connell said the new 
security system so far has “taken 
on some positive aspects.”
Photo by Anthony Franciosa
Everyone who enters SHU needs to show a photo ID.
Beta’s Cause Shines This Month
all throughout the month 
By Keri Wilson where students can come
Staff Reporter together for the cause. On
__________________________  October 20, 2002 the girls
of Beta and any others
During 2002 an interested will be
estimated 203,500 new cases participating in “Making 
of breast cancer are expected to Strides,” a walk in Westport, 
occur among women i^ -pjjg proceeds of the walk 
the United States. Because raise funds for American
of this, the sisters of Beta Cancer Society research.
Delta Phi have increased education, advocacy, and 
their dedication to educating patient support. Registration 
Sacred Heart University be at 9 a.m. and
students about breast cancer, jjjg actual walk begins at 
The sorority has been j | those that are
working hand in hand with interested in participating
Y-Me, a support group for those “Making Strides” can speak 
diagnosed with breast cancer, jq ^ sister from Beta or can call 
or are survivors of the disease. \ - 800-ACS-2345.
There will be events There will be raffle tickets sold
mother of Shara
Secondo, the president of Beta See “Beta, ’’ page 3
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The Madness Will Have to Wait
By Kara Brady & 
Eileen Gulian
Staff Reporter
“Its like BB King 
says- ‘the thrill is gone,’ ” 
says Mark Adzigan about 
the aftermath of Midnight 
Madness here at Sacred Heart.
Midnight Madness will be 
pushed forward this year, due 
to insufficient enthusiasm at 
home basketball games. Planners 
Adzigian, along with S.E.T., have 
decided to hold the event closer to 
Ae first home basketball game, in 
order to preserve the enthusiasm 
created by Midnight Madness. 
Both teams will be traveling 
and playing non-Conference 
games for five or six weeks in 
the beginning of their season.
This results in late home openers.
If the event was held on 
its usual date, October 11th, 
the day before official practices 
start for the basketball teams, it 
would be several weeks before 
the first home game, not to 
mention the start of die long 
Columbus Day weekend, when 
many students head home. By 
the time the first game rolls 
around, interest is lost and the 
“SHU Zoo” isn’t as lively.
“Wouldn’t it be great to 
have both end zones packed 
with Sacred Heart students, 
all wearing their red SHU Zoo 
shirts and going bonkers,” says 
Adzigian. “It’s a challenge to 
capture and maintain the hype 
and use it in the first game.”
The Zoo was created 
with the intent of starting a new 
tradition here at SHU, one that 
brings in hundreds of students
and creates energy in the gym 
during games. The Zoo’s goal 
is always reached at Midnight 
Madness, however the energy 
is not Tnatched at games.
Sacred Heart University’s 
Midnight Madness extravaganza 
is a little different than other 
University’s winter sport 
kick-off events. Due to SHU 
being a small university new 
to the Division One bracket, it 
is hard to compete with large 
schools like the University of 
Connecticut. Midnight Madness 
places emphasis on the Men’s 
and Women’s Basketball teams, 
however at Sacred Heart, more 
organizations are included. SHU 
encourages all sports, varsity and 
club, to participate in the event.
In past years, prior to the 
basketball teams’ introductions, 
activities were held for these 
teams and organizations. A spirit
competition, banner contest, T- 
shirt give aways, and dancing in 
the dark just to name a few, are 
all part of the night’s events. In 
the past. Sacred Heart has offered 
a cash prize to the Organization 
that demonstrates the most school 
spirit. Last year the Women’s 
Rugby team won this competition.
Along with the Rugby team, 
the Wrestling team, suited up in 
full toga gear, and many others 
added to the night’s energy.
“Midnight Madness 
promotes excellent student- 
body involvement. It really 
gives teams who get less 
recognition a opportunity to 
shine,” said Patsy Storch, a 
junior from Brielle, New Jersey.
Just imagine if the whole 
university showed up to a 
home basketball game dressed 
the way they do at Midnight 
Madness. This is what Adzigian
envisions. Midnight Madness 
pulls in about 1,000 students and 
spectators, which would be ideal, 
for a Division One basketball 
game. By having Midnight 
Madness fall closer to the first 
home game, hopefully the 
interest and craze of the students 
will continue to the games.
The Men’s and Women’s 
home openers both fall on the 
s^e day, which is December 
1. The Women play Albany at 
2 p.m., and the Men play Army 
at 4 p.m.. Although planning 
is not complete, Adzigian is 
looking to have the event in mid- 
November. Most of the activities 
that have occurred in the past will 
again take place at this year’s 
event, and of course the expected 
craziness and enjoyment.






The results of the 
Student Government Elections 
for the class of 2006 had a 
voter turn out of 321 students 
and established a new tradition 
of online voting. This 
class is the first in Sacred
Heart University’s history 
to have freshman elections 
online. The class of 2006 
President is Justin C.
Gage, the Vice President
is Kerin E. Fullam, the
Secretary is Kaitlyn J.
Galvin, and the Treasurer is 
Lisa Matarazzo. Senators 
Jason M. Corrar and
Jonathan P. Cretella were 
also elected and there is still 
a vacant commuter senator 
position.
In the past Student 
Government has utilized
election booths, which 
constricted the time 
allotted to vote, therefore
a high voter turnout was 
difficult to achieve. With
the recent advancements, 
students were able to
access voting from their residents’ 
halls or homes. Sacred Heart has 
never seen a larger voter turnout.
The students were able
to vote online for their 
class officers from 9am
Monday, September 30 until 
6pm on Tuesday October 
1st. This was the first time 
at Sacred Heart that the 
students were able to
vote for the candidates at 
their convenience. A 
global e-mail was also sent
out to the freshman on 
Monday and Tuesday that 
provided them with a link 
to the election website. 
This website supplied the 
students with each candidate’s 
statements and their 
p i c t u r e s .
“The elections were 
easy to do because my vote
Class of2006 President, 
Justin Gage
was only a mouse click away. 
The Student Government 
could hot have made it 
easier for me to vote for my 
class officers,” said Agnes 
Koc, a freshman from Green 
Point, NY, “The fact that I 
was able to vote for my officers 
whenever it was convenient 
for me to do so made me 
really want to participate 
in this school,” added Koc.
The Student Government 
goal for the upperclassmen 
election in the spring of 2002 was
to work on developing an online 
voting system that would allow 
students to vote with greater ease.
“I wish that I was 
able to vote from my 
room freshman year! It hasn’t been 
easy for me to vote in the elections 
because I wasn’t able 
to do so at the times the 












had great success due 
to the efforts of the 
Information 
Technology 
department and the 
Student Government 
Executive Board.
Only a week has 
passed since the 
elections, and the class 
of 2006 has already set 
high . standards 
for themselves
by having the 
voter turnout this 
University has seen. Freshman 
class President, Justin Gage 
said, “Student Government is 
a vital part of this University 
community. Every person in this 
community has a right to voice 
their opinion and I will make it a 
personal goal to make sure that all 
sections of the campus are heard.”
The class of 2006 has 
surely made an impact, not just 
an impression on campus with 




On Oct. 2 there was a 
lecture held in the University 
Commons called “Democracy
and the War on Terror.” The
room was full of students
and professors who all
listened as the two guest
speakers, William Dunlap and
Robert E. Van Etten, Sr.
took turns speaking on the 
issue of the civil liberties 
after Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Dr. Gary Rose,
Professor of Political Science, 
was the moderator of
the event. Rose said,
“Students need to understand 
how difficult it is to 
balance war with liberty.” 
Rose also noted that, “Yes, 
we must fight this war 
against terrorism, as our 
survival is at stake. At
the same time. however.
students need to ask whether
or not our constitutional
liberties should be
sacrificed in the interest
of winning this war.”
William Dunlap,
Professor of Law at Quinnipiac 
University, stated, “Since the 
attacks of Sept. 11, there has 
been an erosion of civil rights and 
civil liberties of the United States.” 
Dunlap believes that the 
citizens of this country’s 
rights are being violated by 
the government, because the 
government likes to keep 
things secretive and away 
from the public’s view.
-“Shouldn’t the nation 
know what is going on in their 
own country?” asked Dunlap.
“Our response to 
national terrorism should 
conform to law,” said 
Dunlap. “By not conforming we 
are not being true to civil liberty.”
’'“Unless we
stick to civil rights we are 
going to see human rights 
deteriorate around the 
world. Some of the 
measures are unnecessary 
and are already eroding civil 
law,” added Dunlap.
Robert E. Van Etten, 
Sr., Inspector General 
of the Port Authority of 
New York and New Jersey, 
did not fully agree with 
Professor Dunlap. He believes 
that many of the measures 
taken after the Sept. 11
attacks were not invading the 
civil liberties of citizens.
“Even though I am 
a law enforcement officer,” 
stated Van Etten, “I don’t want 
to have to see civil liberties 
interrupted.” Van Etten 
believes that the use of 
smart cards would greatly 
help increase the security 
of the country. “Smart 
cards,” explained Van 
Etten, “contain important 
information on you as
a person. They contain 
biometrics, such as a fingerprint or 
an iris scan, that way no one can 
impersonate anyone else.”
Dunlap closed 
the lecture with this 
sentence: “We as Americans 
should be alert and talk
about the threat of losing 
our civil liberties.”-
The next lecture will
be held on Nov. 13 entitled “Is 
Islam a Religion of
War or of Peace?”
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Greeks Go For the Gold
By Michael Burns
Staff Reporter
Calling all Greeks! 
Greek fever is sweeping the 
entire Sacred Heart campus. 
Just this past week was 
xlush Week for all sorori­
ties and fraternities, and as 
the Greek associates work 
to endure the pledge pe­
riod, the second annual Greek 
Olympics are right
around the comer.
Junior Kristopher Baffi, 
from Glenhead, NY, a mem­
ber of Alpha Sigma Psi is very 
excited about this year’s festivities. 
“It brings a competitive fun nature 
to Greek life. Its a ‘ re­
ally good way to integrate 
all of the organizations and
to also help show associ­
ate members more of what 
Greek Life is about,” said 
Baffi.
Last year was the first 
ever Greek Olympics held 
on campus here at Sacred 
Heart University, and it was 
an overall success, with 
the fraternity Sigma Delta 
Chi taking home the hon­
ors of the first Greek Olym­
pic Champion. This year is 
shaping up to be just as suc­
cessful. This year’s com­
petition is scheduled for 
October 18 - October 20.
The kickoff begins on 
Friday, October 18 at mid­
night with a Scavenger Hunt. 
The Scavenger Hunt will 
consist of clues strategi­
cally placed all around campus. 
Each clue will lead to an­
other, which will eventu­
ally lead to the finish line.
Saturday starts off 
with Frats at Bat and SSBALL 
(Sorority Softball) which is 
tournament style softball 
games where the organiza­
tions will compete with one 
another. A Tug-of War, Slip 
and Slide Relay, along with
Apple-Bopping and Pie 
Eating Relay, will follow 
the softball extravaganza.
Each event will con­
sist of a certain point value 
system. In the tournament 
style events, organizations 
need to win the round to 
get the points to move on. 
If a team loses, no points
are allotted and the team
will not move on in the 
bracket. In all other events 
points are given from
first to ninth place. If an 
organization does poorly in 
one event, they have the op­
portunity to make up for 
it in another. After the last event, 
the points are tallied from the whole 
weekend, and whoever has 
the most points wins over­
all. The winning organization 
will receive the coveted 
Greek Olympic trophy.
Senior Tayanna Rocourt, 
from Seaford, NY, Chair­
person for the event and a 
member of Phi Omega Tau 
indicates that last years 
event was a trial period for 
the Greek Olympics but 
assures that measures have been 
taken to liven up the competition.
“This 
year, point values, and tour­
nament brackets have been 
made more fair, giving all
organizations an equal 
chance to win overall. I feel 
that this year can be close 
between the fraternities and soror­
ities, which will make it more of a 
eompetition among all nine 
organizations,” said Rocourt.
Junior member of Phi 
Omega Tau, Kelly Mojka 
from Bridgewater, NJ, was not 
able to experience last 
year’s Olympics but is very 
much looking forward to 
this year’s events.
“It’s a great way for 
all the Greeks to spend time 
together and ' get to know 
each other,” said Mojka.
All in all, Greek Life has 
risen to the occasion and 
put together what looks to 




Photos by Susan Magnano Sophomore Guy Savage and junior 
Lillie Orellana were crowned Sacred 
fleart’s first ever Homecoming Kingt- 
and Queen at the Pep Rally last Fri­
day night. Here is this year’s King 
and Queen waving to the crowd at the 
Homecoming Parade.
Members of the Class of2003, enjoying their 
time at the first ever Sacred Heart University 
Homecoming Parade. Their Pioneer-themed 







According to a Con­
necticut Post article, Fairfield 
police are currently investi­
gating a report of a charge 
of sexual assault of a woman 
on the Sacred Heart campus.
The woman, whose 
name was not released by 
police, is a Sacred Heart sm- 
dent. According to the report 
the incidenct occurred shortly 
after midnight last Saturday
night/early Sunday morning.
Police released few 
details of the alleged assault, 
however the report did con­
firm that the event happened 
in a South Hall dorm room.
This ongoing investiga­
tion also cited that “the woman 
was not beaten and apparently 
knew her attacker,” police said. 
The student was hospitalized for 
a brief time but then released.
At the present time 
there is no further information 
available regarding the incident.
Campus Ministry Offers 
“Faith and Living” Experience
By Elaine McCauley
News Editor
Campus Ministry, along 
with the Office of Residential 
Life are working on a project 
called the “Faith and Living” ex­
perience. In a recent article writ­
ten by Sacred Heart’s own Father 
Gustavo Falla, he wrote, “The 
project is based on the 2,000-year- 
old Catholic tradition of sharing 
a life with fellow Christians 
while maturing the in the faith.”
After incoming fresh­
men were given the opportunity to 
live on a “Faith and Living” floor, 
21 students decided to sign up. 
“Some were attracted to the idea
because of their own background 
and experience in sharing with 
others in the faith,” said Falla.
“Still others joined 
because they felt a need to re­
connect with their spiritual life 
while attending college, while 
some were interested in learning 
more about both the differences 
and similarities between the 
Catholic faith and other Christian 
denominations,” Falla added.
To Falla’s surprise the 
“Faith and Living” floor in West 
Hall has become nicknamed 
“God’s Floor” by other students. 
However, rather than affecting 
those who live on the floor in 
a negative way, the nickname 
inspires the students to con­
tinue their will to be different.
“These students have a 
clear and positive stand on moral 
issues, clean fun, faith practices, 
and down-to-earth relationships. 
They believe in the need to cele­
brate their being Christians while 
observing moral traditions and 
cultivating values,” stated Falla.
Although it has only 
been a month since school began, 
this group of students has already 
made an impression on the Sa­
cred Heart campus. The group 
is starting to become “conversa­
tion material” according to Falla.
Falla hopes that “in the 
near future most of our students 
be nicknames ‘God’s girls’ and 
‘ God’s boys ’ - that we may not only 
have a ‘God’s floor’ but a ‘God’s 
campus’ here at Sacred Heart!”
Beta Supports Breast
Care Awareness
Continued from page 1
has given her generous talents 
to make the quilt. All 
proceeds will be going to 
a hospital in the area that 
specializes in breast cancer.
“If breast cancer 
doesn’t affect you
directly. I’m sure you know 
someone who it has. It 
would be great to be able 
to help with the research 
that saves lives,” said Sue 
Haar, a sophomore from 
Long Island, NY.
On October 27 there will be a 
vigil held on the Flik patio. Then 
on October 28th, an event will 
take place along with co-sponsors, 
the PT and OT students, Nurses 
Association, and Residential Life
iiicic will ue an miormanonai
session held in 















The sister of Beta Delta 
Phi will be selling paper pink 
ribbon cards, hoping to “Paint the 
Campus Pink.” They encourage 
students, faculty, and staff to 
make a $1 donation, or whatever 
they can . The proceeds will go 
to one of Y-Me’s many programs.
For more information 
concerning. Breast Care 
Awareness month, visit www.y- 
mect.org, or speak with any of 
the sisters of Beta Delta Phi.
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Editorials
Breast Cancer: 
Shouldn’t There Be a 
Cure By Now?
I remember the phone 
ringing that Friday afternoon... I 
knew it was my mother. But she 
didn’t sound like herself. She 
was a bit stuffed-up; she either 
had a cold or she had been cry­
ing. I immediately asked if some­
thing was wrong. She paused.
“Your aunt has been 
diagnosed with breast cancer,” 
she said, sniffling a little and 
trying to disguise this from me. 
My first reaction was shock. My 
“Auntie?” How could this hap­
pen to her? Auntie who has trav­
eled the world? Auntie who is a 
tenant/ landlord dispute lawyer? 
How could this be? She had 
never tried any crazy diets or did 
anything to cause her ill health. 
She had never hurt a fly. Why 
would this be happening to her?
My mom told me that 
my aunt was to have a lumpec­
tomy on Monday. My aunt had 
gone for her scheduled mammo­
gram and received a letter in the 
mail the Thursday after inform­
ing her that a lump needed a 
closer inspection. She went for a 
biopsy Friday afternoon and was 
told on the spot it was malignant. 
She scheduled the lumpectomy 
on Friday for Monday, so she in 
theory only had breast cancer for 
three days. I just cried and cried 
after my mother finished talking.
My aunt is a breast can­
cer survivor. She’s been cancer 
free for over 15 months now, and 
she still goes for her mammo­
gram as the doctors recommend.
As I dealt with my aunt’s 
ordeal, I thought about myself 
and if some advancement will be 
made by the time breast cancer 
might strike me. Shouldn’t I be 
on some preventative medication 
because I’m at such a high risk 
of getting it? (There is a drug, 
tamoxifen, which is available but 
it has not been widely studied 
and the long-term affects on a 
person’s body have not yet been 
evaluated.) I don’t live in fear, 
because what good will that do 
me? But always praying in the 
back of my mind is the thought: 
“You are at high risk for breast 
cancer, you might be the next 
person in your family to get it.” 
College life and choosing a career 
are stressful enough activities; I 
shouldn’t have to be worrying 
about getting breast cancer too.
I think that instead of put­
ting such an enormous amount 
of money towards professional 
athletes, campaigns for political 
races, and movie stars, maybe 
more money should go to 
researching diseases that kill, dis­
eases such as breast cancer. My 
family members have thankfully 
survived and are enjoying full 
and wonderful lives, but other 
families are not as lucky. I know 
people who have had grandmoth­
ers die of breast cancer. A coach 
from the high school I attended 
died before she was 35 from 
breast cancer that just spread too 
fast. During the time she was 
in remission, our coach traveled 
around NY and spoke to girls in 
gym class about the importance 
of breast self-examinations, 
which should be performed 
monthly. The Susan G. Komen 
Breast Cancer Foundation has a 
comprehensive web site outlining 
causes and treatments of breast 
cancer. The Foundation has 
posted on its site that monthly 
breast self-examinations should 
be started at the age of 20. 
There is also a helpful link with 
directions and explanations of 
performing self-exams at <http: 
//WWW, nyraceforthecure.org/
resources/selfexam.html>.)
Early detection is the 
best defense available right now. 
Hopefully with more technologi­
cal advances and research, the 
battle with breast cancer can be 
won, or avoided, by all women. 
This month, take some time 
to learn the facts. Two main 
points were shared with the SHU 
community through a global e- 
mail recently. Those who are 
in charge of the breast cancer 
speaker in October included in 
their e-mail that 1 in 250 people 
are diagnosed with breast cancer 
before the age of 30. Another 
alarming fact is that 1 in 36 moth­
ers will be diagnosed with breast 
cancer before the age of 50. The 
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer 
Foundation explains that breast 
cancer is, “the leading cancer cite 
among American women and is 
second only to lung cancer in can­
cer deaths.” The site also has a 
posting that says, “All women are 
at risk for breast cancer. The two 
most significant risk factors are 
being female and getting older.”
These facts should 
shock you and that is a good 
thing because they will make 
you think. Think of how many 
people you know who are 
directly or indirectly affected 
by this condition. Wear a pink 
ribbon in October and support 
wiping out breast cancer forever.
Kerry Freel 
Pearl River, N.Y.
The SHU Voices -Compiled by Susan Magnano
What Would You Do if You Were President of SHU?
Tom Ferguson
Manchester , C.T. 
Senior
Kathleen Decker 
Warwick , R.I. 
Freshman
Geoff Rick 
Garden City, N.Y. 
Senior
“I would go pick up 
my massive 
paycheck.”
“I would put “Put a real bar on










The editorial pages are 
an open forum. Letters to 
the editor are encouraged.
All submissions are 
subject to editing for spell­
ing, punctuation, gram­
mar, clarity and length. 
The Spectrum does not 
assume copyright for 
any published material.
The Spectrum is a 
student run newspaper of 
Sacred Heart University, 
published every Thursday 
during the academic year.
All mail should be sent 
to the Spectrum, Sacred 
Heart University, 5151 
Park Ave., Fairfield, CT, 
06432-1000. Our phone 
number is 203-371-7963 
and fax is 203-371-7828.
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Letters! Op-Ed
Iraq Posing a Real Danger?
Iraq. It is the word that is perched upon 
the tip of everyone’s tongue, rattling around in the 
mind of every senator, professor and student alike. 
It would be on the mind of President Bush if he 
were capable of processing any form of complex 
thought, though it seems he prefers to act quickly 
rather than wisely. But I digress.
It appears that with the newly found sup­
port of Congress, Bush is riding his high horse to war. 
He has managed to escape the approval of Congress 
for a strike and therefore holds much of thd 
power that could bring us into a bloody battle. 
And so the dictator rises another step. While I am 
sure that the majority of Americans think we would 
defeat the Iraqis without much of a loss, one must 
remember that many wars, including the American 
Civil War, World War I and Vietnam were never 
intended to last for more than a few months.
There is a very important aspect of things 
here that many people seem to be missing- Iraq is not 
our only threat! While we live in our sheltered 
dorms and town houses far from much of the turmoil 
in the world, it is hard to deny that the major­
ity of nations around the globe do not look us upon 
fondly. Many other potential terrorist threats 
lurk outside of our vision, all of which fit the 
criteria that we are using to condemn Iraq and 
more. China, Syria, Lebanon, and Libya, along with 
Iran and North Korea leading the pack, are very 
dangerous in relation to United States interests.
Iran, to begin with, is a rather isolated 
state that harbors many, militant Islamic groups, 
including our favorite, Al-Qaida. Iran is currently hid­
ing Al-Qaida members on the FBI’s most-wanted 
list who were involved in the organization of" the*” 
Sept. 11, according to Arab intelligence reports. 
There is currently no hard core evidence linking 
Iraq to A1 Qaeda. Labeled the world’s most active 
state sponsor of terrorism by the CIA, this coun­
try also outfits other groups such as Hamas and the 
Lebanese militant group Hezbollah. Iran, which
receives support from Russia and China, is rumored 
to soon have in possession intercontinental bal­
listic missiles that, as the name implies, could 
pose a grave treat to the United States.
Another threatening state is North Korea, with 
whom we have no diplomatic or trade relations, and 
is a staunch military dictatorship with quite a 
bit of muscle behind it. While Bush recently 
reached out for security negotiations, his proclaim­
ing North Korea as a part of the “axis of evil” only 
served to enrage its leaders. Basically, they are 
a long way off from becoming a friend of the 
United States. Like Iran, North Korea is labeled 
as a terrorist sponsoring state, meaning that the 
government supports terrorist groups directly. 
While this nation has not been directly linked to a 
terrorist attack in the last decade, it is undoubt­
edly capable of one, with its wide range of 
weapons. What puts North Korea so high on the threat 
list? It’s arsenal of chemical weapons, biological 
weapons and, scariest of all, nuclear potential. 
They own extended rang missiles that could strike 
much of eastern Asia and, while its people are 
starving to death by the millions, it continues to 
work on missiles which could reach as far as the 
United States. While the government whines over a 
nation with only biological and chemical weap­
ons, a state with nuclear bombs is tossed into the 
backdrop.
It would be a great folly to draw attention 
to the greater part of our resources on an rival who, 
while certainly motivated to do so, does have 
the capability to hit us as hard as other nations, 
thus leaving the door wide open for attacks from 
’many unchecked avenues.^TTiis~'ls not to say that 
Saddam Hussein is not a very real threat and should 
not be removed from supremacy. He certainly 
should, especially Tor the damage he has inflicted 
upon his own people alone is far more terrible than 
any havoc he could wreak on the United States. 
There is, of course, a catch. Maybe, just maybe.
the United States should stop broadcasting its 
military tactics to the entire world. Perhaps U.S. 
News and World Report should not be publishing 
our likely plans of ground attack. And maybe we 
should stop appearing as though we feel Iraq is the 
only possible treat, leaving our back undefended 
for any number of other malicious nations to 
strike at us with ease. The ancient Egyptians never 
thought that the only way they would live today is 
through the monuments they built. The Romans never 
dreamed they would fall until their empire came 
crashing to the ground. At a time when the world 
is filled with great conflict and an increasing num­
ber of unstable countries , are gaining nuclear 
power, there is no room for error if America 
wishes to avoid extremely troubled times ahead.
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PUBLIC SAFETY AND PARKING A TERROR
TO MOTORISTS
If you attend Sacred Heart University and 
either commute or keep a car on campus, the odds are 
highly in favor that you have either received a 
ticket or had a run in with SHU’s very own Public 
Safety. I myself have had several encounters with 
these vigilant individuals during my tenure here 
Sacred Heart University. Now I don’t want 
to give the impression that all my senti­
ments are negative regarding the navy 
blue uniformed officers here at Sacred Heart who 
in many circumstances, have performed very heroic 
deeds. It is very simply the motor vehicle aspect 
of their duties that leaves a bitter taste in my 
mouth. I’m sure I speak for a large group of not 
only students, but also faculty, when I say that the 
parking dilemma and ticketing here at SHU has 
reached a point where it has become quite ridiculous. 
Not only are we restricted as students to loca­
tions in most cases a fair hike from any visible 
classroom, but the yearly influx of new students has 
made open spaces more and more endangered and 
quite possibly close to extinct.
It is not unusual for me to arrive on campus 
only to spend the next 10-15 minutes slowly prowling 
North lot much like a lion stalking it’s pray. 
Now this activity is something I’m reluctantly 
willing to engage in if I do have a class to attend, 
however there are those circumstances where I 
need to briefly discuss a paper with a professor or 
grab a quick drink before I leave campus for the 
day. These are the circumstances where I’m sure 
all students at one point or another have avoided 
the tedious hassle of spot hunting and parked
illegally in hopes that they wouldn’t get caught. 
It seems to me that SHU has a large problem on 
their hands that they have done little or nothing 
to solve. How does a mere four 20 minute park­
ing spots in fi-ont of the school for a population of 
over 6,000 full and part time students, seem 
even remotely sufficient in the eyes of the 
adm inistration? 
I don’t believe this would be so bad, having 
to deal with a couple tickets throughout each 
semester under these circumstances, however add 
Public Safety’s innate tendency to circle multiple 
infractions on a single ticket and you quickly 
have a financial problem on your hands. I find it 
difficult to believe I’m the only one who has had 
60 plus dollars of infractions on a single ticket. 
Does this not seem outra­
geous to anyone other than myself? 
I can barely contain my disdain when I mention 
the time I was pulled over by a Public Safety 
officer at 6:00 A.M. on my way to a pre-season 
practice for rolling through a stop sign, when on 
multiple occasions I have witnessed them flying over 
speed bumps with little or no regard for the posted 
stops. I can only adequately label my run in 
as early morning boredom on their behalf. 
I guess it is just difficult for some individuals 
to remember how tight finances were for them 
during their collegiate years.
Kyle St. George 
Gilford, C.T.
SHU Graduate is Rap Station’s Newest DJ
courtesey of hot 97.1 FM in NY
Keisha’s co-stars on Hot 97.1, a NY rap 
and R&B radio station.
By Romy Sazzarin
Contributing Writer
It is 7:45 AM, the sun 
peers through crisp blue skies, 
the smell of donuts and freshly 
brewed coffee are in the air. It 
is one of those early fall days 
with a slight chill in the air. Car 
horns are blowing, sirens echo, 
and a crowd can be seen outside 
of Planet Hollywood. A crowd 
gathers, to mob a glass window 
and stand on their “tipy toes” to 
peek in, and see what is going on.
Right on 45th and Broadway 
at Planet Hollywood in New York 
City is New York’s Number 1 sta­
tion blazin Hip Hop and R&B’s 
breakfast meet and greet. The hat­
er’s morning show starring Star 
and Buc Wild are introducing for 
the first time their new co-host.
“Have you seen the new 
girl?” a guy next to me asks me. 
“Yeah, she’s there,” I respond.
“She looks cute,” a guy 
behind me says. Everyone has an 
opinion on the new host, but who 
s she and where is she from?
Her name is Keisha 
Whittaker and she’s from 
Bridgeport, CT. Perhaps you have 
heard that name around Sacred 
Heart, she just graduated this 
past May with a BA in Sociology 
and a minor in Communications.
Whittaker was working as a 
paralegal at a law firm in down­
town Bridgeport, but now she 
works for Hot 97. Hot 97 is owned 
by Emmis Communication, 
Emmis meaning truth in Hebrew, 
one of the latest comrmmica- 
tions companies in the country.
Whittaker is on the air from
6-10 AM along with 
hosts Star, Buc Wild, 
andDX21. Whittaker 
works with the most 
controversial morn­
ing hosts on the east 
coast. Star is called 
the “ultimate hater” 
and is known for his 
tongue-lashings, and 
bold opinions from 
women to the black 
race. The morning 
show consists strictly 
on hating on people, 
celebrities and all that 
can take the hate. On 
the show, Whittaker delivers the 
“celebrity nonsense” which is a 
segment in which she talks about 
celebrities and some of the crazy 
things they do, and what cmrcnt 
news topics were in the news.
You may be thinking, “How 
did she get this hot job?” Back 
in April of 2002, the Star and 
Buc Wild show where taking 
applications for a new on air 
co-host. Women from all over 
the tri-state area were lining up 
in front of the station on Hudson 
Street in New York for a chance
to win the co-host position. The 
application consisted of “silly” 
questions as Whittaker puts it.
When asked what types of 
questions were on the appli­
cation Whittaker said, ’’stuff 
like do you respect strip­
pers, and rate your sexuality.”
“Have you ever been on any 
drugs?” Whittaker explained was 
another question on the application 
to which she replied, “Prozac.”
When she went on the air. 
Star the ultimate hater asked, 
“Are you really on Prozac?”
“Yeah I really am,” 
Whittaker answered.
“No, really, are 
you?” Star asked.
“Yes, 1 really am!” Whittaker 
answered because she really was 
on Prozac at that time, she was 
taking it for depression but now 
she is finished with the medicine.
Now when you walk 
through the studio and you hear 
“Prozac Girl” you know who 
they are talking to...Keisha 
Whittaker. The name has stuck.
Whittaker’s job comes with 
its difficulties, but she does get 
to meet many celebrities. She
has met Tweet, Morris Chestnut, 
Shaim Paul, Justin Timberlake, 
and India. Arie, she even got tickets 
to Timberlake’s CD release party.
“Justin is so
cute,” said Whittaker.
Now that you’ve heard 
about the ups of the gig, here 
come the downs. She still lives 
in Bridgeport so her commute is 
long into the city. She has to get 
up at 4 in the morning so that she 
can take the Hutchinson parkway 
down to the city to be at the stu­
dio by 5:15 so that she can sit 
down with all the morning papers 
and summarize for the show.
“My job is 24-7,” she 
says, “1 always have to be 
on top of things, watching or 
reading things that would be 
of interest to our listeners.”
Some may think that at 10 
a.m., the hosts are off the air 
and it is a wrap until the next 
morning, but that is not the case. 
After 10 a.m. comes the staff 
meetings. Hot 97 evaits where 
a disc jockey has to be pres­
ent, and the production work 
where sometimes Whittaker has 
to record scripts for the radio.
Making SHU a “Safe Zone”
By Mike Renzulli
Staff Reporter
“Gay and lesbian students often 
feel invisible in their schools. Their 
invisibility is typically reinforced by 
heterosexism in their environment, 
which cause gay and lesbian yoimg 
people to feel invisible, unsupported 
and isolated.” This statistic, taken 
from the Sacred Heart University Safe 
Zone Manual, is a good explanation 
as to why Sacred Heart’s Task Force 
Against Homophobia was started.
“Administrators and staff came 
up with the Task Force to handle 
issues for GLBT (Gay, Lesbian, 
Bisexual, Transgender) students, and 
our goal was to educate,” explains 
Denise Tiberio, assistant dean of 
students and chairperson for the 
Task Force Against Homophobia.
“Our goal was to look at stu­
dents, faculty, and staff and say 
‘what can we do to create a better 
environment?”’ explained Tiberio.
The Task Force Against 
Homophobia was started in the* 
Spring of 2000. The taskforce 
is responsible for the Safe Zone 
training here at the University.
“Since that date we’ve prob­
ably processed about 150-175 
people through the safe zone training. 
That’s faculty, staff and students,” 
said Tiberio. “One of the top goals 
for the safe zone training is teach­
ing people not to assume someone 
is gay, or make an assmnption based 
on look, or physical appearance.”
Tiberio explains that during a 
Safe Zone session, “what we do is 
give a resource manual to students or 
staff when they come in.” The man­
ual includes the objectives of Safe 
Zone training, terms and definitions, 
suggestions for reducing homopho­
bia, strategies for educators and 
staff members, and many resources.
“We talk about how to be a 
safe person, we teach and educate 
how to be safe, and what it means 
to be safe,” says Tiberio. “We go 
through scenarios and open up 
some discussions. People ask 
questions on pieces of paper and 
facilitators answer those questions.”
The Safe Zone training ses­
sions are open to all faculty, staff, 
and students. Sessions are also 
given to organizations on campus.
“We do Student Government 
training, we do’s session with our ori­
entation leaders, we have done a ses­
sion with RA’s. The turnout has been 
very supportive over the last few years. 
I’d love to see more,” Tiberio said.
Since Sacred Heart is a Catholic 
University, students may wonder 
what the reaction to the Task Force 
has been. According to Tiberio, “The 
University has been very supportive 
of the program. We have been rec­
ognized by the Board of Trustees. 
The Safe Zone program went in 
front of them. It was recognized, so
it is a University sponsored event.”
The Task Force has accom­
plished much since it began two 
years ago, but planning other 
events or programs is hard due 
to low numbers in membership.
“It’s hard when you don’t have 
the attendance and you don’t have 
the participation. There is a laclT 
of student involvement, and it’s the 
student’s involvement that’s really the 
key to the taskforce,” states Tiberio. 
Despite low numbers in membership 
the Task Force is still going strong. 
“Om long term goal is to have a staff 
member and have an office and be a 
part of the students life department.” 
The Task Force has also spawned 
another organization at the University.
“Through this the Gay/Straight 
Alliance did come forward, and 
I think it’s great, says Tiberio.
The Taskforce Against 
Homophobia has contributed in many 
ways to the SHU coimnunity, and it 
shows no signs of stopping. Tht next 
Safe Zone training is on Nov. 14th at 
3:00, in the faculty lounge. Because 
of the Safe Zone fraining our campus 
is gradually becoming a safe zone for 
all. Another line from the Safe Zone 
manual best sums up the contribution 
the Task Force has made and the goal 
that they will continue to strive for.
“It is our hope that through 
programs like Safe Zone, we can 
make Sacred Heart a inore support-' 
ive and comfortable environment 
for all people,” Tiberio concluded.
9/11 Mural for SHU
By Eileen Gulian 
Staff Reporter
Wouldn’t it be a great 
idea to have a mural on 
campus that would serve 
as a remembrance for 
those lost in 9/11? Last 
year the Sacred Heart 
University Art Club 
had a vision: to have a 
mural in memory of 9/11.
The mural will be 
a montage, a pictme 
of work composed by 
assembling, overlaying, 
and overlapping many 
different materials or 
pieces collected fix»m dif­
ferent sources. Students 
and staff can include 
photographs, magazines 
and other pictures if you 
would like. The SHU 
commimity members are 
the artists and can cre­
ate anything they would 
like to see on the miu^l.
Last year the pro­
posal was to have the 
mural off-campus in the 
art department building. 
However the art club 
wants this to be seen by all 
attending SHU everyday, 
not only the art majors 
that go to class in the 
off campus art building.
“Do/i’Z worry, you 
don't have to be an 
art major to contrib­
ute to the mural.” 
-Liz Spear
“Ultimately the aca­
demic building would 
serve as the best place 
for this mural, making it 
convenient for everyone 
to see,” Liz Spear, presi­
dent of the art club said.
Liz Spear, President of 
the Art Club is the driving 
force that is making this 
her personal project. The 
art club encourages all stu­
dents and faculty members 
to share their ideas and 
contribute to the mural.
“Don’t worry you 
don’t haT’e to be an art 
major to contribute to 
the mural,” Spear stated.
The deadline for 
entries is October 11, 
2002. The mural has to be 
on a rectangular format 8 
1/2 in height by 11 inches 
in length. Feel free to use 
black md white or colors 
for the images. For addi­
tional information contact 
Spear af 365- 4534 or at 
E-Spear@sacredheart.edu.
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Campus Ministry 
Spreads Faith at SHU
tions the word Eucharist, he’s 
By Matt Norris already reaching for his cal-
Staff Reporter ligraphy pen. In moments, he’s
------------- ----------------- jotted down the Greek root
courtesey of the Campus Ministry website
Father Gustavo Falla is one of the driv­
ing forces of Campus Ministry at SHU.
It’s the door across from 
the yearbook office. Outside, 
a bulletin board cites the 
Golden Rule in the holy 
texts of each world religion.
As usual, there’s something 
going on at Campus Ministry.
Each of Campus 
Ministry’s activities is run by 
staff and volunteers. Father 
Gustavo A. Falla, interim 
Director of the Department, 
says, “Campus Ministry has 
a good number of activi­
ties going. From liturgical 
life, to commimity service, 
from weekend or one-day 
retreats to vigils, from a 
Protestant Fellowship 
group to our new inter­
religious group. As 
you can see. Campus 
Ministry is always on the go!”
Campus Ministry’s main 
focus is to serve the community 
in the faith. All the programs 
run by Campus Ministry are 
aimed at giving the University 
community a chance to appre­
ciate faith and an opportunity 
to integrate faith and life. The 
message to the Christian com­
munity at SHU is that Christ 
calls each and every person to be 
authentic and faithful followers.
Sacred Heart is a Catholic 
school and Catholic students 
are challenged to be faithful to 
the Lord. The Eucharist is a 
focus and love for others is to 
be expressed through specific 
works of charity. On the other 
hand. Campus Ministry is also 
committed to the University as a 
whole. Every person is to have 
a place in school and every friith 
background is important here.
As Father Gustavo men-
word and broken it down into 
syllables. He points to each.
“This section means, ‘To 
Give Thanks,’ and the end­
ing here is the first person, 
making it ‘I Give Thanks,”’ 
Father Gustavo explained.
He added. “All our activijdes 
find their source in thanks. For 
being given a chance to imitate 
and eventually become the creator 
itself Our most important project 
is to have the Catholic students 
concentrate on the Eucharist.”
Mass is celebrated every 
Sunday night at 8 p.m. in the 
University Commons. Tuesday 
nights at 8:15 p.m. in the 
Faculty Lounge, a non-denomi- 
national Christian fellowship 
and bible study group meets.
For information on how 
to get involved with Campus 
Ministry, point your web browser 
to http://campusministry.sacredh 
eart.edu/ or stop by their office.




Located in the downstairs 
of the Ryan Matura Library, the 
Jandrisevits Learning Center, 
(JLC), offers students academic 
aid in ail curriculums. Led by 
director Dr. Jackie Rinaldi, the 
center provides many services, 
including a new online writing 
service, to help all students with 
their work, study skills, and more.
One way of getting help 
and advice on schoolwork is 
tutoring. The center offers indi­
vidualized tutoring in all areas 
of study. Tutors include faculty 
members specialized in the areas 
they teach, along with graduate 
tutors. Since a lot of woric in col­
lege stresses on writing papers, 
many English tutors are available 
to help with any type of essay. 
Tutors provide excellent one- 
on-one discipline and problem 
solving, and are always willing 
to help according to Rinaldi.
A more well known form of 
help are the Classroom Learning 
Assistants, (CLA’s), who are 
students chosen to assist certain 
classes outside of the classroom. 
CLA’s are nominated by their 
professor, then interview with 
Dr. Rinaldi, and if accepted 
commit to a semester of work, 
usually five hours a week.
“They become a nice inter­
mediary between students and 
the professor,” says Dr. Rinaldi. 
“They know the professor, and 
have taken the class already 
so it’s a great source of help.”
CLA’s usually sit in on a 
few classes and conduct study 
sessions before tests. They are 
also available for help during 
their work hours in the JLC.
Monthly workshops are 
also offered in the JLC. They
focus on college learning skills, 
for example time management 
and argumentative essay writing.
“We do a lot with sur­
vival skills, such as note 
taking, test taking skills, 
etc,” Dr. Rinaldi joints out.
For the fall 2002 semes­
ter, 15 workshops are offered 
at various times. A, schedule 
was sent out via email, and it 
is available outside the offices 
of the Academic Advisor 
and the Dean of Freshman.
Besides tutors, another great 
way to get help on papers is the
^*They[CLAs] 
become a nice 
intermediary 
between students 
and the professor^* 
Dr. Jackie Rinaldi
new Online Writing Service, 
(OWL). This allows students 
to e-mail any papers they need 
help with to the faculty tutors, 
and get feedback elec­
tronically. This OWL ser­
vice is great for students 
because they can get help 
right fipm their rooms 
Dr. Rin^di explained. It 
also benefits students 
with full schedules who 
might not have the time 
to make an appointment 
and sit down with a tutor.
In order to use this 
service however, a sub­
mission form must be 
filled out prior to email­
ing the paper to the 
tutors. To request the file, an 
e-mail can be sent to Dr. Rinaldi 
at rinaldij@sacredheart.edu.
An important thing to remem­
ber is that these tutors will not 
write your paper for you. They 
are there to give advice and com­
ment on proper writing. Papers 
are returned with responses 
within 48 to 72 hours, so it would 
be a good idea to submit them a 
couple days before the due date.
The OWL program was 
launched last spring, and accord­
ing to Dr. Rinaldi, six papers 
were submitted and sent back 
with responses. Dr. Rinaldi 
just introduced the program to 
SHU via e-mail last week for 
this year, and they have already 
received 12 papers. They are 
expecting a better showing this 
year, and are ready to handle 
anything that comes their way.
The JLC also offers services 
for those with learning disabili­
ties. This program is rrm by Jill 
Angotta, and assisted by Sally 
Hasted. Services include in-class 
note takers, tutors certified in 
teaching the learning disabled, 
separate environment testing, 
books on tape and much more.
The number of students 
helped at the JLC reached 
approximately 1,300 last year, 
and the numbers have been con­
sistent within the past five years.
courtesey of Ryan-Matuia Library website
The JLC Is located in the basement 
of the Ryan-Matura library, 
pictured above.
For any questions or if you’d like 
to make an appointment, contact 
Dr. Jackie Rinaldi via e-mail 
(see above) or call 371-7823.
WSHU Pledge Drive: Striving for $300,000
By Christina Domenech 
Staff Reporter
Sacred Heart University’s 
Professor Mark Edwards is 
running a pledge drive to raise 
approximately $300,000 for 
WSHU, a publicly run, on-cam­
pus radio station. WSHU is a 
classical music radio station with 
original programming, which 
proudly boasts that it has about 
200,000 listeners and is part of 
the highly respected National 
Public Radio (NPR) system.
“We have about 200,000 
listeners but only about. 19,000, 
which is roughly 10%, help
foot the bill [for the station],” 
stated Professor Edwards.
This poses a problem 
because public radio stations, 
much like public television 
networks, are 60% members 
supported. That is why tl^ee 
times a year, for approximately 
a week and a half the people 
at WSHU interrupt their pro­
grams and get on-air to ask for 
money and do not take time off.
But it’s all worth it to 
Professor Edwards says, “We 
generally make our goal, or 
at least get very close to it.”
As of Saturday night, 
WSHU had raised approximately 
$60,000. Professor Edwards 
went on to explain that this
specific pledge drive is going 
on for 13 days, it began on 
Wednesday, September 25th and 
it ends on Tuesday, October 8th 
between 7:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
“My job,” says 
Edwards, “is to write scripts 
for people to go on-air and 
pitch to the audience [to ask 
for money]. I’ve been doing 
it for WSHU for two years.”
Those who pitch on-air are 
a mix of people who are polished 
and sound good when pitching 
for money. However, “regular 
people” are usually “good”, but 
it takes almost a half a ydar for 
people to get comfortable when 
pitching for a pledge drive. When 
running a pledge drive, WSHU
relies solely on pitching on-air. 
They do not participate in any 
other advertisements othw than 
mailings to their current members 
asking them to renew their mem­
bership and donate more money.
Edwards also stated that 
after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, 
the pledge drive that immediately 
followed was their biggest ever.
“1 think that the people were 
grateful for the wholesome news 
the station put out. It wasn’t 
like tabloid news, you didn’t 
hear people in the background 
screaming,” Edwards explained.
Professor Edwards and the 
rest of the people at WSHU are in 
the beginning stages of trying to 
create interesting internships for
SHU students, specifically media 
studies majors, to participate in. 
As for the pledge drive, some 
students can volunteer to answer 
telephones, but th^ isn’t much 
else they can do since student 
involvement in the pledga-drive 
is also in the beginning stages. 
All in all, however, the response 
to the station’s work and to 
the pledge drive is a good one.
“My job is to keep us on 
track and keep us on target 
as best I can,” said Edwards.
Edwards is not only the 
pledge drive producer, he also 
teaches Introduction to Media 
Studies and Screenwriting 






its only been 
three years since 
Christina Aguilera 
burst onto the 
music scene with 
her enchant­
ing hit “Genie 
in a Bottle”, the 
Grammy award 
winner has cer­
tainly turned some 
heads in the last 
year. Following 
in the footsteps 
of Britney Spears 
who changed her 
image from sexy 
girl next door to 
sex icon, Christina 
has just taken it 
to the extreme,
^chahgitig her­






ly due for release this fall, the 
audience will finally be able to 
decide whether they like the new 
Christina. Although the album’s 
title “Stripped” gives that dirty 
connotation, Christina has stated 
in interviews that her latest album 
is personal. “The album is full of
a lot of personal songs, therefore 
stripped is a perfect title, because 
all of my emotions are there 
for people to hear,” she said.
Not only is the album accord­
ing to Christina very personal, it 
is quite a change from her self-
titled debut released back in 
1999. Unlike her debut, which 
was full of pop tunes, “Stripped” 
is full of much edgier tracks. On 
the new album Christina has 
even teamed up with the rapper 
Redman for her first single off 
the new album appropriately
titled “Dirty”. With lyrics like, 
“Tight hip-huggers (low for 
sho’). Shake a little something 
(on the floor), I need that.. .to get 
me off. Sweating till my clothes 
come off’, it’s no wonder that 
people are not sure how they 
feel about the “new” Christina”.
The recent release of the 
raunchy video for “Dirty” is 
one of the main reasons that 
there has been a recent mixed 
buzz around Christina. The new 
video which is a far cry from her 
previous videos like “Genie in a 
Bottle” and “What a Girl Wants”, 
which display Christina dancing 
to a somewhat sexual extent, 
but just having fun; “Dirty” 
is just full of sex everywhere.
The video which has 
Christina dressed in a barely 
there bikini top and red panties, 
dancing risque with males and 
females while being showered 
with water, and mud wrestling 
has evoked many opinions with 
viewers. When asked, Carolyn 
Rich a sophomore from Little
if it’s a good change or a bad 
change, but I like the song”. 
However, Angela Koenig a 
sophomore from Harrison, N.Y. 
stated, “I think the way she’s 
presenting herself is degrading 
to women. Little girls look up 
to Christina hoping to be her, 
and when they see this image 
they will get the wrong idea.”
When asked, it appeared 
that many Saered Heart students 
have mixed but mostly negative 
attitudes towards Christina’s new
Photo courtesy of RCA Records
Agiliera’s image was much more innocent 
with the release of her first album in 1998.
image. “I think she’s slutty yet 
guys would still have sex with 
her, but they have lost all respect
Photo
, At this year’s VMA’s, Aguliera 
use for the scarf.
for her”, stated Hassan Reda a 
sophomore from New York, N.Y.
Another sophomore, Peter 
Kryzewski from Massachusetts 
said, “She’s beautiful yet pro­
vocative, but Christina should 
have stayed with the innocent 
image”. However other students 
just do not like anything about 
Christina’s new image. Mike 
Alfieri a sophomore fi'om Long 
Island, N.Y. said, “I think the
other Diva’s are much sexier, 
Christina’s just ugly”. Finally 
sophomore Jenn Motisi from 
Middletown, N.Y. 
stated, “ I think it’s 
sad that someone 
with as much tal­
ent as Christina 
feels like she has 
to walk around 
half naked to get 
people to watch 
her videos her and 
buy her albums. 
I think a lot of 
people are going to 
lose respect for her 
as an artist with 
her new image.”
Although 
people seem to be 
not all that thrilled 
with Christina’s 
new over the top 
provocative image, 
Christina just feels 
she is being her­
self. In an inter- 
courtseyofMTV with MTV
found a new Christina stated, “I 
just get really bored 
with sticking to the 
norm and having 
a proper conservative image. 
That’s just not me”. However 
Christina feels really does not 
matter, it is the audience who 
will decide whether not sticking 
to the “norm” was a good move 
for Christina or not, when her 
new album comes out this fall 
and the fans either buy the album 
“Stripped” or they pass it on by.
Fall Into Fashion
even be worn at night. Last sea­
sons popular styles such as the 




With the warm 
weather slowly fading, 
and the cool temperature 
approaching, it is once 
again, time to put away 
the swimsuits and start 
re-vamping ones ward­
robe for the newest trends 
of the fall season and figur­
ing out what clothes to put 
on for what occasion. This 
season’s fashions seem to have 
expanded on what was current 
last fall, with a few updates.
The good thing about this 
season’s trends is that everything 
is interchangeable. This meaning 
that what’s worn in the day can
American Eagle Outiftters
Everyone should at least 
one cozy sweater for those 
crisp Autumn days.
an-esque attire are still noted in 
magazines, and store windows. 
However along with last falls 
popular looks, are some new
fashions to keep things rolling.
The runways for example, 
are dictating the use of deep pur­
ples. Deep tones such as these, as 
well as browns set an appropriate 
mood for the fall season and are 
good colors to wear at nighttime.
Along with colors, differ­
ent fabrics are being empha­
sized as well. The use of 
corduroy in skirts, pants, and 
jackets is' also very popular for 
this season. Corduroy gives a 
relaxed look and is extremely 
versatile, making it almost as 
popular as denim.
This is extremely convenient 
because just like jeans corduroy 
can be worn casual to school or 
even on a casual night out. Both 
comfortable and in for this fall are 
also, big sweaters and heavy fab­
rics for both men and women.
Everyone should have
at least one of their very favorite 
sweaters in their closet to 
thrown on, on a cool fall 
morning or afternoon, to 
wear to class. Sweaters 
are also a plus for 
the fall because they 
eliminate the hassle 
of having to carry 
around a jacket.
Just as impor­
tant as clothing, 
are accessories.
Turquoise jewelry is still being 
worn and can turn a simple day 
outfit into nighttime one. Shoes 
always seem to be changing 
from year to year.
Last yeaf people were predomi­
nately interested in pointed toed 
shoes however for this Fall round 
toed Mary Janes for example are 
becoming increasingly predomi­
nant in department stores and
boutiques and are very popular 
even to wear with jeans dur­
ing the day.
Photo courtesy of 
Abercrombie and Fitch
Soft and versitle, corduroy is 
very popular this fall.
For anyone interested in read­
ing more about new styles, log 
onto www.fashionwiredaily.com
Springing for a Break
By Melissa Munoz
Staff Writer
Although school just started 
and everyone is just trying to get 
settled into their classes and work 
schedules, some have one more 
thing on their minds, SPRING 
BREAK! Ah yes, it is that time 
of year where people start think­
ing where they want to go for 
spring break.
Some of the hot spots 
through the years have been 
Cancun, Bahamas and Jamaica. 
















be fun and 
exciting, 
but when 
you have to 
deal with 
people who 
say that they 
are definitely in, and then those 
who want to come but don’t think
they have the money is hard. You 
want everyone of your friends to 
be there, but as time rolls by, so 
do the prices, and the more 
you wait, the more expen­
sive your trip gets” says 
senior Heather Marchand 
from Charlton MA.
Price is usually 
the at the forefront of the 
drama of every group.
Yes, spring break does put 
quite a dent in your wallet, 
but it is worth it. Spring 
break is a time to just get 
away from not just school, 
but sometimes your room­




everyone else is 
still pale from the 
winter.
This 
year spring break 
is a little more 
difficult. Students 
have called their 
travel agents 
about going to the 
Bahamas and even 
Jamaica, how­
ever it seems like 
there will be no 
spring breakers 
at either of those 
places. It seems 
that the people of 
the Bahamas and 
Jamaica are shutting their doors 
on spring breakers.
Since Sacred Heart’s 
spring break is so early it might 
stiU be too cold to take a trip
down to Daytona, but there is 
one place this year that will be 
hot and wild no matter what the 
temperature is, Mardi Gras!
Another choice would 
be a cruise. Instead of taking just 
one trip and staying in one place, 
a cruise can take you to three or 
four different places. “I get to go 
to the most places for my money, 
and I don’t have to do anything 
if I don’t want to because every­
thing I need is right on the ship” 
says senior Kristen Idol from 
Brick N.J..
So if you haven’t started 
planning your trip, you jnight 
want to get started because time 
is flying by!
Photo courtesy of Mexican board of 
Tourism.
Surf, sun and sand are definite 
spring break requirements,^
Photo courtesy of Mexican board of tourism.
Cruises are very popular for this 
year’s spring breakers.
Art Gallery 




How many times a day do 
you see fellow students walk­
ing mindlessly through the 
halls? How often do you feel 
a void of intellectual stimu­
lation on your day off from 
class? Making a quick stop 
by Sacred Heart’s Gallery of 
Contemporary Art, next to the 
phone booths in the hallway 
across from Flik, could change 
all of that. Right here in our 
halls there are works of art that 
sell for hundreds of dollars and 
are free for you to view.
A new exhibit, beginning 
Oct. 20, will exhibit the art 
of the respected artist. Will 
Barnet. Barnet, a 92-year-old 
Massachusetts native, has been 
involved with art for most of 
his life. His work is very well 
known in the art community 
and is “represented in many 
museum collections such as 
the museum of Modem Art, 
the Guggenheim Museum 
in New York City, and the 
Smithsonian ^ Museum of ~ 
American Art in Washington. 
D.C.,” says Sophia Gevas, gal­
lery director.
As director of the gal­
lery, Gevas chooses what art is 
shown. As a result of her work. 
Sacred Heart’s art gallery is listed 
in a number of art guides, and “we 
get tons of submissions,” says 
Gevas. “We have a great reputa­
tion and don’t need to advertise.” 
Having Barnet’s work on display 
will no doubt boost the galleries 
reputation even more. His work 
shows “everyday human interac­
tion,” says Gevas, “making that 
which is ordinary seem serene 
and special.”
“Some of the artists 
I’ve met are really interest­
ing,” says Mike Maziarz, of 
Wilberham, MA._ “They have 
fascinating views on different 
aspects of life.” Maziarz, who 
works in the gallery, is excited 
to meet Bamet. “He has seen so 
much change through time and it 
shows through what I’ve seen of 
his work,” says Maziarz. “I can’t 
wait to meet him.”
Starting October 20, you 
will be able to view Barnet’s work 
in the Gallery of Contemporary 
Art’s exhibit: “Will Bamet; 
An American Icon.” If you are 
mterested in Barnet’s work, and 
would like to see him speak on 
November first, you can call 
Sophia Gevas for reservations.
“Dawson’s Creek” Flooded with Fans
By Kristen Cooper
Staff Reporter
Every Wednesday night at 
8:00 p.m., people dash for the 
best spot on the couch to watch 
one of the most popular WB 
drama series, “Dawson’s Creek”. 
“Dawson’s” portrays a realistic 
depiction of the transition period 
between adolescence and adult­
hood.
The show takes place in 
Boston, where some of the 
characters are attending college, 
while others are working jobs. 
“Dawson’s” began its 6th season 
on October 2nd.
The season premiere was 
definitely one to remember. The 
show started out just the way it 
had left off. Dawson returned to 
Boston after having worked as an 
assistant director in Los Angeles 
over the summer. He reunited 
with Joey, who had spent her sum­
mer back at home in Capeside.
After a very passionate 
moment, Joey, played by Katie 
Holmes and Dawson, James 
Van Der Beek, begin to, once 
again, realize their tmst and 
intimacy, and they made love.
Things then became unrav­
eled when Dawson received a 
phone call from another woman. 
Audrey, played by Busy Phillips, 
and Joey are roommates once 
again. Audrey and 
Pacey, Josh Jackson, 
spent their summer 
in Los Angeles also.
Jack Osbourne, 
a popular star from 
MTV’s hit show “The 
Osbournes”, guest 
starred as Audrey’s 
childhood friend.
Pacey has decided he 
would like to make 
more of his life, and 
become a stockbro­
ker, while looking for 
a place to live with 
Jack. Meanwhile, Jen 
had sparks flying with 
an attractive new peer 
counselor at school.
Dawson 
and Joey are the core 
of the show. They 
have been friends 
since they were little, 
and have been faced with their 
relationship that goes beyond 
just friends. Jen has lived with 
her grandmother in Capeside 
before she went on to college.
and captured Dawson’s heart.
The two now remain just 
friends. Pacey is a bit of an out­
sider, and keeps to himself trying
to keep from getting stepped or 
broken hearted. Jack, who had 
a hard time with admitting his 
homosexuality, became close 
friends with the others, and
together they all formed life­
long friendships, even with all 
of the twists and turns, and the 
ups and downs life hands them.
A popular televi­
sion show with the 
teenage generation 
and young adults, 
“Dawson’s” continues 
to fascinate its audience 
with each episode. After 
every show, squeals of 
delight or disgust can 
be heard throughout 
college dorms every­
where. Either you 
love it or you hate it.
Emily Keeney, a 
junior from Elmira, 
New York, says the 
show “sucks you in.” 
“You can’t stop watch­
ing it because you have 
to know what happens 
next whether you like 
the show or not. That’s 
what makes it good.”
As you can see, there 
is never a dull moment 
throughout the hour-long series. 
Viewers have grown up alongside 
Dawson, Joey, Pacey, Jen, 
Jack, and Audrey. We have 
watched them go through the
pangs of adolescence, and gradu­
ate from high school. “I don’t real­
ly watch the show but I do catch 
an episode every now and then 
and I can see why people watch it 
every week. It’s a soap opera for 
teens and young adults and you 
get hooked,” said Rich Suarino, 
a junior from Rye, New York. 
Now, in this next season, we can 
look forward to watching them 
experience their college years.
Though “Dawson’s” is a 
very popular show, some tend 
to think that it is not as real­
istic as it is made out to be. 
Amanda Poniatowski, a junior 
from Winchester, CT, says the 
show is fun to watch, but “it 
doesn’t make a good representa­
tion of real students, especially 
those in college.” How many 
people did you go to high 
school with as well as college?
All in all, for all 
“Dawson’s” fans, this is a sea­
son you won’t want to miss!
So every Wednesday night, 
make sure you beat your ffiends 
for the best seat in front of the TV, 
and get ready for another fun filled 
hour with some of your favorite 
characters from down the creek.
Photo courtesy of Columbia TriStar television.
College proves to be a trying time for this four­
some of friends.
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Walk on
Continued from Page 12
“I would have never been 
able to get baek to give 100% 
without Tim Speicher, the trainer 
at the Pitt Center. He provided 
me with an excellent program 
of strengthening, stretching, 
massage and ultrasound. I was 
able to recover in three weeks,” 
Curley added.
Coach Morrison commented 
that he keeps a record of indi­
vidual events that has many of 
Curley’s school record breaking 
events tabulated, such as the 
indoor 55 meter hurdle events, 
the outdoor 110 meter hurdles, 
and the 400 meter hurdles.
Curley had approached 
Coach Morrison, himself, at his 
orientation freshman year to 
inquire about becoming a walk 
on to the Track and Field team. 
The rest is history for Gregg.
“The things Gregg has done 
as a walk on athlete is pretty 
amazing,” commented Morrison. 
“One example of the many, is 
he, placed in the 400 hurdles at 
the NEC’s last year. With all his 
accomplishments that are listed 
he certainly is an enigma.”
‘‘The things Gregg has 
done as a walk on ath­
lete is pretty amazing, 
Head Coach Morrison Wrinkle
Creating Lasting Traditions
Sacred Heart’s very 
first homecoming pep- 




This past Friday evening, 
Homecoming/Reunion Weekend 
2002 was kicked off with the 
1st annual Homecoming Pep 
Rally. This was the first year 
in SHU history that current stu­
dents were able to participate in 
Homecoming activities.
“We really wanted to shy 
away from excluding the student 
body whole and just including 
athletes, therefore, we decided to 
create the ‘Battle of the Classes,’ 
a series of activities designed 
to promote enthusiasm and 
unity amongst different grade 
levels,” said Michelle Hubburd, 
Intern in the Alumni Relations 
Department.
The “Battle of the Classes,” 
included a tug-o-war, and various 
relay racing events that students 
could partake in to increase lev­
els of pride and school spirit.
“At first I felt a little silly
running around like I was at an 
elementary school field day, but 
then I found myself having a 
great time relieving some stress 
and representing the sophomore 
class at SHU,” stated Robyn 
Breer, from Montpelier, VT.
“The ‘Battle of the Classes,’ 
was lively, fun and spontaneous. 
For a first time event, the eve­
ning proved to be successful and 
students seemed eager to involve 
themselves in new traditions 
at their school,” said Rebecca 
Rickert, Associate Director of 
Alumni Relations.
“The dance team, as 
usual, was awesome. 
After their perfor­
mance, I was really 
excited to attend the 
football game on 
Saturday. The event 
put me in the mood 
for a great weekend.” 
Sophomore Gina 
Porziu
Another new tradition at: 
SHU was the crowning of the 
first Homecoming King and 
Queen. Sophomore, Guy Savage 
and Lillie Orellana, a junior, were 
chosen to represent SHU as King 
and Queen.
“I hope the crowning will 
continue to be a tradition at SHU.: 
It is nice to be recognized by my 
classmates,” stated Orellana, 
from The Bronx, NY. Savage 
was unavailable for comment.
Women’s Field Hockey, 
Football, Cheerleading and 
Dance, were a few of the teams 
that had full attendance at the 
Homecoming Pep Rally.
“The dance team, as usual, 
was awesome. After their per­
formance, I was really excited 
to attend the football game on 
Saturday. The event put me in 
the mood for a great weekend,” 
said Gina Porzio, sophomorel 
from Waterbury.
Sacred Heart University’s 
commitment to expanding exist­
ing programs seemed to pay 
off with the Homecoming Pep 
Rally. “There was a lot of good 
entertainment. I had a good time 
and would attend another event, 
such as this, in the future,” stated 
Stephanie Murphy, sophomore 
from West Islip, NY.
‘‘Uzi” Lead Pioneers
One of the most impressive 
things that Curley has accom­
plished is that he won the title 
of Sacred Heart’s “Rookie of the 
Year” for all Men last season out 
of all the Sports here at Sacred 
Heart. After last year’s perfor­
mances one can only imagine 
what is next for Gregg. Curley 
has hit the world of Sports. Job 
Well Done!
Men’s and Women’s 
Cross Country Team 





The Men’s and Women’s 
Cross Country Team returned to
action on a light raining Friday 
of Oct. 4 at the 26th Annual 
Fairfield Invitational. The men 
tied for second place with a 
team score of 55 points with 
Northeastern University. They 
had only 18 more points than first 
place winners and host Fairfield 
University.
Team scores are based on 
each teams top five finishers 
overall. Each place is worth 
a point (i.e. first place overall 
equals one point, 15th place 
equals 15 points.) The team with 
the lowest team score wins. The 
Sacred Heart men had five run­
ners in the top 15 overall.
They were led by Junior co­
captain Matthew Uzenski “Uzi” 
(Oceanside, NY) who came in 
first with a time of 27:24, which 
was 15 seconds ahead of the sec­
ond place finisher from Fairfield 
University for the five mile 
course. Uzi is also the first ever, 
individual Men’s Race wiimer for 
Sacred Heart.
“I felt that I ran a good race I 
was with the pack going through 
the mile...I was planning on 
hanging on Fairfield’s top man 
for the first two miles but he 
wasn’t there so I broke way,” 
said Uzi.
He was followed by fresh­
men Tyler Arnett (Clinton 
Comers, NY) for ninth place 
with a time of 28:38. Freshmen 
Robert Howard, Junior co-cap­
tain Andrew Renna and Junior
William Figueroa finished 14-16. 
Uzi said, “I feel that the team did 
good overall and Robert Howard 
and Michael Berluti (36th place) 
ran well.”
“I felt very good I 
planned on hanging 
with the Fairfield girls 
till a half mile was left 
but it ended up being 
the Siena University 
girls. We traded the 
lead and with a mile to 
go and at the half mile 
I pulled away.”
-Katie Wrinkle
The Sacred Heart women 
also finished in second place 
with 45 points just 2 points more 
then Northeastern University 
with 43 points. There were five 
women pioneers in the top 15 
led by Junior Katherine “Katie” 
Wrinkle (Medford, NY). Katie 
ran 19:19 for the three point one 
mile course.
“I felt very good I planned 
on hanging with the Fairfield 
girls till a half mile was left 
but it ended up being the Siena 
University girls. We traded the 
lead and with a mile to go and
at the half mile I pulled away.” 
Stated Katie.
This is Katie’s first win 
since her freshmen year when 
she had two. She was followed in 
seventh place by Senior Suzanne 
D’Angelo (Harwin^on, CT) 20: 
06, and Senior Kri, 4na Plourde 
(Westbrook, ME) was in eighth 
just one second behind.
Juniors Christina Mendoza 
(Union City, NJ) and Suzanne 
Neglia (Andover, NJ) Finished 
in 14th and 15th, respectively. 
According to Katie she felt the 
team did, “Good but a few people 
are battling injuries.... we did the 
best we could.”
According to Head Coach 
Christian Morrison for both 
the men’s and women’s cross 
country as well as track & field, 
“Both teams ran hard and gave 
it the best shot that they could. 
It was a little disappointing to 
see the women take second since 
they have won it for the past five 
years.” Coach Morrison said that 
Katie, “Had a great race and 
battled several other women and 
lowered the hammer when it was 
time to do it.” Coach Morrison 
also said, “It was nice to see Uzi 
win because it was a culmina­
tion of all the hard work he has 
done.... which allowed him to be 
in that position.” Both teams will 
be competing in the New England 
Championship at Franklin Park in 
Boston Mass. Tomorrow.
Photo Courtesy Christopher Giarrusso
The Sacred Heart women’s X-country team pose prior 
to a meet
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Weekend Rally Sparks Hope
The Sacred Heart 
Field Hockey team 
kept their tournament 




A week ago the Sacred 
Heart field hockey team was not 
exactly pleased with their current 
situation. Their record was three 
wins and eight losses, and they 
had been outscored by opponents 
31 to 10 over the course of the 
■season.
After a disappointing 
loss to the conference leader, 
Quinnipiac, the girls were on 
the verge of being excluded from 
any chance of making the NEC 
tournament.
“We had to reevaluate what 
we had done and make some 
changes,” stated senior defender 
Courtney Alger (Shrewsbury, 
MA). With two games against 
conference foes Rider and 
Monmouth, this first weekend in 
October would be a do or die for 
the inconsistent Pioneers.
“We really couldn’t afford 
any more league losses or there 
was a chance that we wouldn’t 
make the post season,” stated 
Junior defender Andrea Marsden 
(Bennington, VT). Stepping up 
to the challenge, the team played 
better than they had all season.
Saturday morning, the 
girls suited up against rival Rider 
University here at Campus field. 
Finding an oft-absent offense, 
the team scored four goals and 
held conference leading scorer 
Courtney Bertos and the explo­
sive Rider offense to two goals 
to defeat the Broncos 4-2. “We 
played like a completely different 
team today,” stated Alger after
Photo by Susan Magnano
Pioneers against Rider University who they beat 4-2 on 
Saturday
the game.
Opening up the scoring for 
the Pioneers was sophomore 
forward Marie Aiello (Stamford, 
CT) for her second goal of the 
season. Following her were 
Andrea Marsden and sophomore 
forward Kristen Van Buskirk 
(New Milford, CT). Capping off 
the scoring for the Pioneers was 
senior midfielder and captain 
Laura Athans (Ocean, NJ).
The team returned 
Sunday to take on equally dan­
gerous Monmouth University at 
home. Avenging an earlier loss 
this season, the Pioneers, led by 
junior forward Julie Messenger’s 
(Hinsdale, NH) two goals defeat­
ed the Hawks 3-2. Clinching the 
game with a goal late in the game 
was Andrea Marsden. “It didn’t 
really feel like the game winner... 
it was just a goal that we needed. 
I just didn’t want to go into over­
time,” stated Marsden after the 
game.
After the big weekend, 
the team finds themselves in a 
comfortable position in the NEC. 
They are ranked second behind 
Quinnipiac and yet are now ahead
sP?-;:'
Courtesy OCSN.Com
Sacred Heart University senior defensive lineman Odain 
Mitchell was named a College Sporting News I-AA All-Star for 
his oustanding performance against the Robert Morris College 
Colonials.
of both Rider and Monmouth. 
Marsden stated, “We have never 
showed as much togetherness as 
we did this weekend... we have 
so much confidence now and we 
finally believe in each other.”
“We just have to keep play­
ing like a team and keep up the 
intensity we showed this week­
end,” added senior midfielder 
Michelle Bruckner (Carle Place, 
NY). The postseason is looking 
brighter now and the Pioneers 
look to continue their newly 
found winning ways cotUp^- 
ence rival Siena on Saturday and 
next Tuesday against Maine here 
at home on Campus Field.
SHU Shutout
Redican’s 41-yard field goal, 
his second of the game, came 
after the Pioneers got a 44-yard 
kickoff return by senior Pete 
Athans (Ocean, NJ) and failed to 
reach the end zone after getting to 
the Colonials 14.
Mitchell achieved his 
second quarterback sack of the 
contest in the opening moments 
of the second quarter. Senior 
Blake Neri (Dover, NH) recov­
ered the loose ball and ran it 
to the Robert Morris 20 before 
being forced out of bounds. 
Once again. Sacred Heart failed 
to record a touchdown but added 
to their lead with a 25-yard field 
goal by Redican.
The start of the third 
quarter saw the Pioneers record 
their longest drive of the game, 
as well as their first touchdown, 
which came after quarterback Joe 
Kroells dove from one yard after 
11 plays.
SHU’s second touch­
down of the game came after 
Neri intercepted Martin’s second 
pass and returned it 30 yards for a 
touchdown. Sacred Heart failed 
to get the extra point but found 
themselves with a comfortable 
24-0 lead with 5;41 remaining in 
the third quarter.
On the next Robert
went for it on the fourth down, 
the run Campbell was rejected by 
Sacred Heart’s Shaun Hubbard 
(Neptune, NJ) at the 4-yard line.
Redican’s fourth and 
final field goal, a 27-yarder, 
came midway through the fourth 
quarter. Freshman Ed Pricolo 
(Johnston, RI) who finished the 
game with 115 rushing yards, 
gave SHU its last points when 
his 4-yard touchdown capped a 
seven-play 50-yard drive.
“The Defensive line 
dominated the game.” Stated 
head coach Bill Lacey. Shaun 
Hubbard had 12 tackles 3 for a 
loss and 2 sacks. Odain Mitchell 
had 9 tackles 6 for loss, 1 forced 
fumble, 1 fumble recovery, 4 
sacks and a safety.
*The Defensive line 
dominated the game. 
Head coach Bill Lacey
yard run and three pushes by 
Campbell equaling 34 yards gave 
the Colonials their best chance to 
score. But when Robert Morris
“The team played an amaz­
ing game, we seemed to put 
everything together all at once. 
Offense was able to put points 
on the board and the Defense 
was absolutely perfect.” Senior 
co-captain Jason St. John stated 
-pfter the contest.
The Pioneers; now 
overall and 3-1 in the Northeast- 
Conference, will next face Stony 
Brook on October 19th at 4 p.m..
SPORTS SCHEDULE
rnaay,Qct4
Men’s Cross Country at New EnglancI’s Franklin Pat■k, 1:00 PM
Women’s Cross Country a't New England’s Franklin Pat1^, i :00 PM
Women’s Soccer at Brown Providence, RI 7:00 PM
Saturday, Oct 5
Men’s Tennis at St Peters Jersey City, NJ 1:00 PM
Field Hockey at Siena Loudonville, NY 1:00 PM
Women’s Volleyball at CCSU
Sundav Oct 6
New Britain, CT 4:00 PM
Women’s Rowing at CT Regatta Middletown, CT TBA
1 Women’s Equestrian at St Joseph Inv Yaphank, NY TBA
Women’s Soccer at Maine Orono, ME 1:00 PM
Wornen’s Tennis vs Marist Fairfield, CT 1:00 PM




SHU Stuns RMC in Second Straight Shutout
^’boto by Susan Magnano
Sacred Heart jutdor wide receiver Marlon Ward flies past a Robert Morris defender this past Saturday
Mitchell and Redican 





History was made and two 
records were tied on Saturday at 
the Pioneer’s home field. Senior 
kicker Tim Redican (Meriden, 
CT) and senior defensive end 
Odain Mitchell (Bridgeport, CT) 
led Sacred Heart to a sturming 
34-0 upset over Robert Morris, 
who were coached by former 
New York Jets Head Coach Joe 
Walton. Redican kicked four 
field goals to tie SHU’s record 
while Mitchell posted four quar­
terback sacks.
“We have nothing but confi­
dence after a win like this,” said 
jolnor olfbiinve BriemM Steve 
Soldato (Utica, NY), “we know 
we can hang with anybody in 
the league in order to defend our 
title.”
The Colonials, picked as the 
Northeast Conference favorite to 
win the title, were shutout for the
first time since the football 
program’s inception in 1994. The 
win also marked the first time 
the Pioneers have ever achieved 
back-to-back shutouts. Earlier in 
the season. Sacred Heart lost two 
games and badly needed a win 
against a tough opponent to prove 
to themselves and their fans that 
they could still contend for the 
league championship.
“The team played an 
amazing game, we 
seemed to put every­
thing together all at 
once. Offense was 
able to put points on 
the board and the 
Defense was absolutely 
perfect.” Senior co­
captain Jason St. John
“It was a good win and we 
played hard,” said senior line­
backer Kayode Mayowa, “It’s 
the first time this season we have 
won back-to-back games.”
“This is the first time we
actually want to watch the game 
film!” joked senior defensive 
back Pete Athans (Ocean, NJ) 
and Mitchell.
The Pioneer scoring
began with a 17-yard field goal 
by Redican, the result of the first 
of six Robert Morris turnovers. 
For the Colonial’s next posses­
sion, a holding penalty cost them
nine yards. Mitchell sacked 
Robert Morris quarterback Shaun 
Martin on the next play in the end 
zone for a two-point safety.
See “Shutoufl’ Page 11
Proving He Has the “Heart” To Compete
PtMo by Susan Magnano
Sophomore decathlete Gregg Curley looks to improve on his sec- 
ond place New England finish btst year
Despite a record 
breaking freshman 
campaign^ sophomore 




Sophomore Gregg Curley 
(Wareham, MA) has quite an 
impressive resume despite only 
being in his second year here 
at Sacred Heart University. He 
placed second in the decathlon 
at the New England’s during the 
Spring 2002 outdoor season. He 
has broken every multi-event 
record that Sacred Heart has had 
for Track and Field except for the 
shot put and has broken all open 
hurdle records.
For Gregg Curley, the 
unexpected has now become the 
expected. What is the most ironic 
thing for someone who has such 
an impressive amount of achieve­
ments? He was a walk on during 
the first month he began his fiesh- 
man year here at Sacred Heart.
For my first interview ever, I 
thought this would be a piece of 
cake, interviewing sotneone who 
has so many achievements on his 
plate already. We met on Friday, 
October 4, 2002, at the Pitt 
Center to conduct his interview. 
Honestly, all I was told to do was 
have an information session with 
him to discuss some of the high­
lights of his career. That is it 
As I sat down and introduced
myself. I told Gregg without 
being modest, tell me why I 
am interviewing you? His first 
response... “Where is the rest of 
the team?”
After a few minutes trying to 
convince him that this interview 
was to highlight all the hard woric 
and dedication he has put into at 
Sacred Heart University’s Track 
and Field team, I finally got him 
to answer some questions. Ev«y
answer ended with a compliment 
towards the team as a whole. It 
was not a difficult interview, but 
it was very challenging trying to 
convince him that his achieve­
ments should be recognized.
“I was just an average ath­
lete in high school,” Cmley com­
mented. Throughout the whole 
interview, he honestly felt he 
should not be recognized in this 
way. Curley commented that his 
performance this past year is “a 
direct reflection of the coaching 
staff and the athletes I train with 
day in and day out. Without 
athletes such as Todd Brownell 
(Hudson Falls, NY) (800), Sal 
Cataldo (Elmwood Park, NJ) 
(Sprints) and Paul Herman 
(Bronx, NY) (Sprints) to name a 
few who I work out with all the 
time, I wouldn’t be where I am 
today.”
“This competition consists 
of ten events that combine all the 
facets of track and field such as 
jumping, hurdling, sprinting and 
throwing. Track and field might 
be perceived as an individual 
sport with each different event, 
but to the athletes themselves, 
the “team” is just as important,”
Curley added. “This year we 
have no male seniors. We have 
a good recruiting class and 
excellent returning athletes. The 
coaching staff is superb. There is 
nowhere else to go but up,” stated 
Curley.
“I was just an 
average athlete in high 
school.” Sophomore 
Gregg Curley
Curley hit a slight bump in 
the road during January 2002. 
He broke his ankle during the 
triple jump at an outdoor season 
event. The medical term is a 
bi-maliosis fiacture. “1 missed 
three meets but without the help 
of someone who gave their time 
to a full recovery, I wouldn’t 
have been able to return as fast 
as I did,”
Curley commented on tiie 
situation after he broke his ankle.
See “Wtdk on” Page 10
